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A Finite-State Machine for Accommodating
Unexpected Large Ground-Height Variations

in Bipedal Robot Walking
Hae-Won Park, Member, IEEE, Alireza Ramezani, and J. W. Grizzle, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a feedback controller that allows
MABEL, which is a kneed planar bipedal robot with 1-m-long legs,
to accommodate terrain that presents large unexpected increases
and decreases in height. The robot is provided no information
regarding where the change in terrain height occurs and by how
much. A finite-state machine is designed that manages transitions
among controllers for flat-ground walking, stepping-up and -down,
and a trip reflex. If the robot completes a step, the depth of a step-
down or the height of a step-up can be immediately estimated at
impact from the lengths of the legs and the angles of the robot’s
joints. The change in height can be used to invoke a proper control
response. On the other hand, if the swing leg impacts an obstacle
during a step, or has a premature impact with the ground, a trip
reflex is triggered on the basis of specially designed contact switches
on the robot’s shins, contact switches at the end of each leg, and
the current configuration of the robot. The design of each control
mode and the transition conditions among them are presented. This
paper concludes with experimental results of MABEL (blindly)
accommodating various types of platforms, including ascent of a
12.5-cm-high platform, stepping-off an 18.5-cm-high platform, and
walking over a platform with multiple ascending and descending
steps.

Index Terms—Humanoid robots, legged locomotion, state
machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

B IPEDAL locomotion has attracted attention for its poten-
tial ability, which is superior when compared with wheeled

locomotion, to overcome rough terrain or environments with dis-
continuous supports. Existing bipedal robots, however, can only
deal with small unknown variations in ground height. Ground-
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height variations that exceed a few centimeters must be known
a priori and require carefully planned maneuvers to overcome
them.

Two major avenues of research are currently being pursued
to quantify and improve the ability of a bipedal machine to walk
over uneven terrain. A stochastic model of ground variation
is being investigated in [1]–[3] for low-dimensional dynami-
cal systems such as the rimless wheel and the compass bipedal
walker. The mean first-passage time to the fallen absorbing state
is used to assess the robustness of a gait. This metric captures the
expected time that a robot can walk before falling down, which
is measured in units of number of steps. Numerical dynamic
programming is applied to a discretized representation of the
dynamics to maximize the mean first-passage time. In [4]–[6],
the gait sensitivity norm, which is defined as the variance of the
system’s output (taken as step duration) to unit white noise in-
put (taken as change in ground height), is introduced to quantify
the ability of a bipedal robot to handle disturbances. Particular
attention is given to a “step-down test,” where the ground pro-
file consists of a flat section, followed by an abrupt decrease in
height, and followed again by a flat section of ground. These
references use the gait sensitivity norm to assess the improve-
ment in disturbance rejection when swing-leg retraction speed
at the end of the step is varied [5].

Along with the search for the best quantity to measure the ro-
bustness of bipedal walking to ground variation, several control
design approaches for walking over uneven ground have been
proposed in the literature. The work that was presented in [7]
and [8] begins with the computation of a transverse lineariza-
tion around the desired trajectories; specifically, the transverse
linearization is a linear system with linearized impulse effects
which locally represents the original transversal dynamics of a
target trajectory. Next, a receding-horizon controller is designed
to exponentially stabilize the linear impulsive system. The de-
signed controller has been verified by a walking experiment [7]
over uneven ground where the height varied by steps of 2.0 cm.
A neural network was tuned to accommodate irregular surfaces
in [9]. The algorithm was tested on the robot Rabbit, whose legs
are 80 cm long, resulting in 1.5 cm ground-height variations
being accommodated.

A sensory reflex-based control strategy has been considered
for bipedal walking [10] and for running over uneven ground
[11]. In response to various types of disturbance, such as tripping
and slipping [11], or step-down and step-up [10], a separately
designed reflex controller is activated to attenuate the effects of
the disturbances. The sensory reflex control proposed in [10]
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Fig. 1. MABEL, a planar testbed for bipedal locomotion, is shown traversing
a platform with 10.5-cm and 8-cm steps.

was tested to accommodate obstacles that are 1.0 cm in height,
while a reflex strategy in [11] was verified only in simulation,
to the best knowledge of the authors. A reflex-based control
strategy to traverse unknown sloped terrain was presented in [12]
along with experimental verification. On the other hand, prior
information of the stair profile is required in order to handle
stepped terrain.

While important progress is being made on walking over
uneven ground with unknown abrupt variations, significant re-
strictions still remain. The experimental work in [4]–[7], [9],
and [10] accommodates only obstacles that are less than 6%
of leg length, a value that is small when compared with com-
mon obstacles in everyday life, such as the height of steps in a
building or the curb height of a sidewalk on a city street.

In this paper, we propose a new control policy for the pla-
nar bipedal robot MABEL [13], which weighs 65 kg and has
1-m-long legs. The control policy allows MABEL to traverse
various ground profiles, including ascent of a stair with a height
of 12.5 cm (12.5% of the leg length), step down from a platform
with a height of 18.5 cm (18.5% of the leg length), and walk
over constructed platforms, which consist of steps with heights
of 10.5 and 8.0 cm (see Fig. 1), without falling. The robot is
provided no information regarding where the change in height
occurs and by how much.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes the general features of MABEL’s morphology,
and summarizes two mathematical models for a walking gait.
Section III provides the design of the baseline controller that
was reported in [14] and an initial step-down experiment that
was reported in [15]. Individual control designs to accommo-
date various types of obstacles including step-down, step-up,
and tripping are presented in Section IV. Section V introduces
a finite-state machine to manage the transitions among these
controllers. In Section VI, the overall controller is verified on
a detailed simulation model reported in [15]. Experimental re-
sults of the new controller are provided in Section VII. Finally,
Section VIII provides concluding remarks and briefly discusses
future research plans.

II. HARDWARE AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF MABEL

This section briefly introduces MABEL, which is the robot
used to test the proposed finite-state machine, and two math-
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Fig. 2. (a) MABEL is shown with the switch in front of the shin that is used
to detect contact with obstacles. The robot is planar, with a boom providing
stabilization in the frontal plane. The robot weighs 65 kg and is 1 m at the hip.
(b) Virtual compliant leg created by the drivetrain through a set of differentials.

TABLE I
NOMENCLATURE FOR SUBSCRIPTS

Subscript Variable
LA Leg Angle
LS Leg Shape

mLA Motor Leg Angle
mLS Motor Leg Shape
T Torso

Bsp Bspring Pulley Angle
st Stance leg
sw Swing leg

ematical models for control law design and verification. This
material is based primarily on [13]–[15].

A. Description of MABEL’s Hardware

MABEL is a planar bipedal robot comprised of five rigid
links that are assembled to form a torso and two legs with
knees. As shown in Fig. 2, the legs are terminated in point
feet. All actuators are located in the torso; therefore, the legs
are kept as light as possible. Unlike most bipedal robots, the
actuated degrees of freedom of each leg do not correspond to
the knee and hip angles. Instead, for each leg, a collection of
cable differentials is used to connect two motors to the hip and
knee joints in such a way that one motor controls the angle of
the virtual leg consisting of the line connecting the hip to the
toe, and the second motor is connected in series with a spring in
order to control the length or shape of the virtual leg (see Fig. 3).
See [13], [15], and [16] for further details on the transmission.
Table I summarizes the convention that is used for subscripts
for variables in the remainder of this paper.

The springs in MABEL serve to isolate the reflected rotor
inertia of the leg-shape motors (see Fig. 3) from the impact
forces at leg touchdown and to store energy in the compression
phase of a walking gait, when the support leg must decelerate
the downward motion of the robot’s center of mass. The energy
stored in the spring can then be used to redirect the center of
mass upward for the subsequent phase. These properties (shock
isolation and energy storage) enhance the energy efficiency of
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Fig. 3. MABEL’s powertrain (same for each leg), which is all housed in the
torso. Two motors and a spring are connected to the traditional hip and knee
joints via three differentials, which are connected such that the actuated variables
are leg angle and leg shape (see Fig. 2) and such that the spring is in a series
with the leg-shape motor. The differentials are realized with pulleys and cables;
for further details, see [15].

walking and reduce the overall actuator power requirements
[14], [17].

As depicted in Fig. 2(a), MABEL is equipped with contact
switches that are installed at the bottom of the toe and the front
of the shin. The contact switch that is installed at the bottom of
the toe is used for detecting impacts with the ground, whereas
the contact switch that is installed on the front of the shin is
used for detecting contact with obstacles. These contact switch
signals, along with position encoder signals that are located on
the joints, will be used in the design of a finite-state machine.

B. Mathematical Model

Two models of MABEL have been developed and identified
in [14] and [15]. This section briefly summarizes a simplified
design model that is appropriate for control design and a more
detailed model that is appropriate for controller verification.
These two models will be used extensively in Section IV. The
simplified design model will be used for an iterative controller
design because it can be simulated 20 times faster than the de-
tailed model. The detailed model will be used to verify controller
performance because it better reflects the actual hardware.

1) Simplified Design Model: The hybrid model consists of
a continuous-time stance phase and an instantaneous double-
support phase. The generalized coordinates are taken as

qs := (qLAst ; qmLSst ; qBsps t ; qLAsw ; qmLSsw ; qT) (1)

where, as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, qLAst , qmLSst , and qBsps t are
the leg angle, the leg-shape motor position, and the angle of
the pulley Bspring (a pulley which is connected to the free end
of the spring as shown in Fig. 3, and, therefore, corresponds
to spring deflection) of the stance leg, respectively; qLAsw and
qmLSsw are the leg angle and the leg-shape motor position of
the swing leg, respectively; and qT is the angle of torso with

respect to the vertical. With the generalized coordinates that are
defined in (1), the equations of motion of the continuous-time
stance phase are obtained using the method of Lagrange [18].

An impact occurs when the swing leg touches the ground, and
is modeled here as an inelastic contact between two rigid bodies.
It is assumed that there is neither rebound nor slip at impact.
The method of [19] provides a (static) map that takes the state
variables xs := (qs ; q̇s) just before impact to their values just
after impact when impact occurs.

More details about the development of the impact map and
the hybrid model for MABEL are presented in [14] and [15].

2) Detailed Model: The simplified design model does not
fully reflect experimental reality due to the following reasons:
cable stretch in the robot’s drivetrain; asymmetry due to the
boom radius not being large enough; the fact that the simplified
impact model assumes an instantaneous double-support phase
whereas, in experiments, the double-support phase lasts approx-
imately 20 ms. More details are provided in [14] and [15]. By
representing cable stretch as a spring–damper, incorporating the
boom dynamics to account for asymmetry side to side, and com-
puting ground reaction forces on the basis of a compliant ground
model and a LuGre friction model [20], [21], the accuracy of
the model is significantly improved. However, because of the
complexity of this model, simulations of the detailed model take
20 times longer than the simplified design model. Hence, this
model is not appropriate for optimization processes, which may
require thousands of simulations.

Therefore, to take advantage of each model’s strengths, which
are low computational effort for the simplified design model
and high accuracy for the detailed model, an iterative controller
design is conducted on the simplified design model, and then
the designed controller is tested on the detailed model before
implementing it on the robot.

III. BASELINE CONTROLLER AND

SHOCK-ABSORBING CONTROLLER

A. Baseline Controller

MABEL’s baseline feedback controller is designed using the
method of virtual constraints [22]. The particular controller that
is used here has been reported in [14]. The method of virtual
constraints begins with the choice of outputs which depend on
only configuration variables and take the form

y = h(qs) = h0(qs) − hd(s(qs), α). (2)

In the baseline controller, the controlled variables are

h0(qs) =

⎡
⎢⎣

qmLSst

qLAsw

qmLSsw

qT

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

and hd(s(qs), α) is a vector that represents the desired evolu-
tion of the controlled variables as a function of s(qs), a scalar
function of the configuration variables that replaces time in a
standard tracking controller. The function s(qs) is designed to
be strictly monotonically increasing over the course of a step,
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and is selected as

s(qs) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

θ(qs) − θ+

θ− − θ+ , θ+ < θ(qs) < θ−

1, θ(qs) ≥ θ−

0, θ(qs) ≤ θ+

(4)

where θ is the absolute angle that is formed by the virtual com-
pliant leg relative to the ground, that is

θ(qs) = π − qLAst − qT (5)

and θ+ and θ− are the values of θ(qs) at the beginning and end
of a step, respectively.

If a feedback can be found such that the output y is driven
asymptotically to zero, then the solutions of the closed-loop
system asymptotically satisfy h(qs) = 0, which has the form of
a holonomic constraint on a mechanical system (for additional
information about virtual constraints, see [23]).

In the baseline controller, the desired evolution of the con-
trolled variables in (3) is specified by the functions hd

mLSst
,

hd
LAsw

, hd
mLSsw

, and hd
T , respectively which are parametrized

fifth-order Bézier polynomials with corresponding Bézier coef-
ficients αmLSst , αLAsw , αmLSsw , and αT . The desired evolution
is assembled as

hd(s, α) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

hd
mLSst

(s, α)

hd
LAsw

(s, α)

hd
mLSsw

(s, α)

hd
T(s, α)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

where α is organized as

α = [αmLSst , αLAsw , αmLSsw , αT]T . (7)

How the functions in hd(s, α) are constructed from Bézier
polynomials and how the parameters are chosen to create a pe-
riodic walking gait in the closed-loop system are both explained
in [14] and [22].

In principle, the virtual constraints can be implemented on
the robot by any feedback capable of driving y to zero. In the
experiments described below, we use the feedforward-plus-PD-
controller

uPD(x) = u∗(s(qs), α) − KP y − KD ẏ (8)

where u∗(s(qs), α) is the nominal torque along the periodic or-
bit determined from the parameter-optimization problem when
designing the virtual constraints, and y is defined in (2). The
values of KP and KD were obtained by hand tuning and are
given by

KP = diag(6 45 6 45),KD = diag(0.125 1 0.125 1).
(9)

The above process results in the virtual constraints which
correspond to the nominal walking gait presented in [14], with
an average walking speed of approximately 1.0 m/s. Here, we
modify the nominal virtual constraints so that the end of the
swing leg at mid-stance can clear a 3 cm obstacle, allowing the
robot to step onto a platform before stepping off it. Henceforth,
we call this the baseline controller.

B. Baseline Step-Down Performance

As reported in [15], using the control law (8) and the baseline
virtual constraints, MABEL can accommodate a 2.0-in (5.08-
cm) step-down disturbance. However, MABEL fell after step-
ping off the 2.5-in platform because the leg broke on the ensuing
step; the video is available at [24].

Further analysis of the experimental results reveals that
the feedback system overreacts when correcting the forward-
pitching motion of the torso arising from the impact at step-
down. Moreover, this overreaction causes a second, very rapid,
forward-pitching motion of the torso. Because the angle of the
swing leg was controlled relative to the torso, the swing leg
rotated forward rapidly as well and impacted the ground with
sufficient force to break the leg. Although not reported in [15],
the experiment was repeated several times, with the same result,
namely, a broken leg following a 2.5-in step-down.

C. Active Force Control and Virtual Compliance
for Shock Absorption

To attenuate excessive torso pitching following a large step-
down, we adopted the idea of a switching controller from [25],
along with active force control [26]. The height of the platform,
or equivalently, the depth of the step-down, can be immediately
computed at impact from the lengths of the robot’s legs and the
angles of its joints. If the calculated height of the platform is
greater than 3 cm, the baseline controller is replaced for one step
with a controller whose purpose is to attenuate pitching of the
torso from the step-down disturbance. Then, at the beginning of
the very next step, the baseline controller is reapplied.

The new controller, which is called the active force control,
imposes virtual holonomic constraints on only three variables,
qLAsw , qmLSsw , and qT , instead of four variables, as in the base-
line controller. In particular, the system input corresponding to
the stance motor leg shape is left free and is not used to impose
a virtual constraint. Recall that this motor is in series with a
physical spring in the drivetrain, as shown in Fig. 3. Building
on an idea developed in [26] and [27] for bipedal running on
MABEL, we use the torque input of this motor to create an
additional virtual compliant element by defining the feedback

umLSst (x) = −k(qmLSst − qrest) − b(q̇mLSst ). (10)

For further use, we assemble the independent parameters of the
virtual compliance as αvc = [k, b, qrest ]T .

This feedback essentially turns the motor leg shape into a
shock absorber with stiffness k, damping b, and rest position
qrest . As will be seen, this method of creating a virtual compliant
element serves to maintain good ground contact forces (the
friction cone is respected, and the normal component is positive)
during large step-down events. Parameters in the controller were
obtained by solving a constrained optimization problem, and the
proposed switching controller resulted in a dramatic increase in
performance: MABEL was repeatedly able to step off an 8.0-in
(20.32-cm) platform without falling [28].
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IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR LARGE UNEXPECTED

GROUND-HEIGHT INCREASES AND DECREASES

A. Motivation of the Control Design

As established in the successful 20-cm step-down experi-
ments in Section III, by activating the specifically designed
step-down controller in the form of active force control, in re-
sponse to a step-down disturbance, MABEL could not only
maintain a positive vertical ground reaction force, causing the
stance toe to stay in contact with the ground, but also reduce
torso oscillation by a significant amount, thereby attenuating the
impact force on the swing toe at the end of the ensuing step of
the step-down event.

It appears that, similar to MABEL’s switching control strategy
for a step-down disturbance, humans also change their gait strat-
egy in response to disturbances in ground height, in up-slope as
well as down-slope walking [29]–[31]. Research studies have
shown that the typical level walking gait may require small mod-
ifications for small grade ramps; however, steeper grades seem
to require significant changes in the gait patterns to accommo-
date both large up-slope changes and large down-slope changes.
Along with modifications of gait patterns, it is found that hu-
mans adjust the stiffness of the stance leg in response to ground
variations in height during running [32], [33]. The adjustment is
characterized by an increase in leg stiffness in preparation for a
step-down disturbance, and a reduction in response to a step-up
disturbance.

Tripping over obstacles is also a commonly occurring pertur-
bation while a human is walking, and it is shown in [34] and [35]
that humans accommodate a tripping disturbance by changing
their gait strategy. Cutaneous receptors are stimulated when the
trajectory of the swing foot is obstructed, and a response which
ensures the removal of the limb from the perturbation, as well
as the safe continuation of the locomotor pattern, is activated to
deal with the detected perturbation.

In MABEL, this idea of a reflex strategy in response to
ground-height variations and tripping perturbations can be im-
plemented in the context of switching control design and active
force control. Step-up and step-down disturbances can be de-
tected based on calculated swing heights and the contact switch
signal on the toe at the moment of impact. Furthermore, MA-
BEL can also detect tripping over obstacles by using the signals
of the switch located in front of the shin and at the end of toe,
replacing cutaneous receptors in humans.

For each type of disturbance, gait pattern and leg stiffness can
be adjusted by switching to a specifically designed controller.
Changes in the effective leg stiffness can be made by varying the
values of stiffness k, damping b, and rest position qrest , and ad-
justments in gait pattern can be made by redesigning the virtual
constraints. In the design of the controller, stiffness, damping,
and rest position are the design parameters to be determined
along with virtual constraints for the rest of the controlled vari-
ables. Furthermore, drawing on the observation in [36] that a
human’s stance knee essentially shows the dynamic behavior of
a spring–damper system when walking on a flat ground, we also
extend the use of active force control to walking over the flat
ground.

Transitions among the designed controllers for flat-ground
walking, stepping-down, stepping-up, and a trip reflex will
be managed by a finite-state machine, which is presented in
Section V.

B. Summaries of Controller Designs

The controllers for flat-ground walking, stepping-down,
stepping-up, and a trip reflex are called regular-walking (RW),
step-down (SD), step-up (SU), and tripping-reflex (TR) con-
trollers, respectively. This section summarizes the design pro-
cess of each controller.

1) Regular-Walking Controller: The regular-walking con-
troller is obtained from the baseline controller by replacing its
motor leg-shape control with a virtual compliance to include
active force control. The parameter values for the virtual com-
pliance αvc are iteratively found through simulations and given
by

αvc = [1.8, 0.1297, 2.7]T . (11)

The regular-walking controller retains the virtual constraints of
the baseline controller for the torso, swing leg angle, and swing
leg shape.

2) Step-Down and Step-Up Controllers: As explained in
Section III, excessive oscillation in the torso angle after a step-
down event was the main reason for the robot’s falling. There-
fore, in the design of the step-down controller, it is important
to redesign the virtual constraint for the torso to reduce the os-
cillation. When redesigning the virtual constraint for the torso,
the first and last coefficients of the Bézier polynomials from
the baseline controller are retained in order to provide a smooth
transition from and to the regular-walking controller. The coeffi-
cients between them, denoted hereafter by α2···5

T ∈ R4 , together
with the parameter values for the virtual compliance αvc will be
selected through optimization as explained in Section IV-C.

In the case of step-up disturbances, simulation of the baseline
controller shows that oscillations in the vertical ground reaction
force is the main reason that leads to falls instead of the excessive
torso oscillation. Therefore, the baseline virtual constraint for
the torso is retained, whereas parameter values for the virtual
compliance αvc are redesigned through optimization.

3) Tripping-Reflex Controller: Tripping occurs when the
robot’s swing foot experiences unexpected impacts. The im-
pacts can arise due to obstacles, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and (c),
or due to inadequate foot height, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The
required response varies with the nature of the impact, and it is,
thus, important that the robot has adequate sensing to differen-
tiate among the cases that are shown in Fig. 4. For this purpose,
MABEL has contact switches on the front of each lower shin, as
shown in Fig. 2(a), in addition to the traditional contact switches
at the end of each leg.

It has been suggested that humans adopt two different strate-
gies for recovery from tripping, depending on whether it oc-
curred in the early or late swing phase [34], [35]. A strategy of
rapidly elevating the swing limb is activated in response to early
tripping, while a lowering strategy is used in response to late
tripping. Similar strategies are applied here.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Various situations of tripping. The red line with an arrow at the end
illustrates an example swing foot trajectory in response to the tripping event.
(a) Early tripping over obstacles. (b) Premature (i.e., early) contact with the
ground. (c) Late tripping over obstacles.

a) Reflexive strategy for late Tripping: The condition of
late tripping SRL is defined in terms of the robot’s state and
the contact switch signals. If the frontal surface of the swing
foot hits an obstacle (swsh = 1) with the step being close to
the end (s(qs) ≥ searly ) as well as the absolute swing leg angle
being advanced sufficiently (qabs

LAsw
:= qLAsw + qT ≥ qearly ) to

yield the next step starting with a value of s(qs) close to 0, then
tripping is classified as late tripping. In this paper, searly and
qearly are set to 0.66 and 190◦.

In response to late tripping, the rapid-lowering (RL) strategy
of the swing leg is applied. The controller is not changed until
the swing foot touches the ground. Because all of the walking
gaits that are used in this paper are designed to lower the swing
foot near the end of the gait to initiate leg swapping, the swing
leg will be lowered making contact with the ground, and, at
the ensuing step, a recovery controller focusing on rejecting
the tripping disturbance of the previous step is applied. The
parameters of the virtual compliance αvc and coefficients of
the Bézier polynomials for the torso virtual constraints, except
for the last coefficient α1···5

T ∈ R5 , are chosen by optimization
as explained in Section IV-C. The last coefficient of the torso
virtual constraint for the baseline controller is retained in order
to smooth the transition to the regular-walking controller.

b) Reflexive strategy for early tripping: The condition of
early tripping SRE is defined in terms of the robot’s state and
the contact switch signals. Referring to Fig. 4, impact with the
ground (swtoe = 1) or an obstacle (swsh = 1) is defined to be
early tripping if it occurs before or during the middle of the gait
(s(qs) < searly ) or with the swing leg not advanced adequately
(absolute swing leg angle being less than some value, that is,
qabs
LAsw

:= qLAsw + qT < qearly ).
In response to early tripping, the rapid-elevation (RE) strat-

egy of the swing leg is activated. RE of the swing leg is ac-
complished by rapidly bending the swing knee, which is in turn
accomplished by repositioning the leg-shape motor of the swing
leg. The motor’s position is set through the appropriate choice
of hd

mLSsw
(θ(qs), α) in (6), which is designed so that the swing

leg will clear a 10-cm obstacle. Examples of modification are
given in Fig. 5.

The purpose of the elevation strategy of the swing leg is to
place the swing foot on top of the obstacle and allow the robot

s0

s0

h
d m

L
S
sw

h
d m

L
S
sw

s

Fig. 5. Example of modification on the desired trajectory of the motor leg
shape. Blue lines with circles indicate the modified desired trajectory for the
motor leg shape. Solid red lines indicates the original desired trajectory of the
motor leg shape, while dashed red lines show the elevated desired trajectory. s0
is the value of s at the moment of tripping. Graph on top: when s(qs ) > s0 ;
graph at bottom: when s(qs ) ≤ s0 .

tripping-reflex (TR)

rapid − lowering

recovery

rapid − elevation

tripping − start

SRL SRE

S(RE,RC)
S(RL,RC)

Fig. 6. Finite-state machine of a tripping-reflex controller.

to continue the walking gait. Once the swing foot is on top of
the obstacle, the robot can continue walking by applying the
step-up controller at the ensuing step.

If the swing foot gets trapped against the vertical step and
fails to be placed on top of the obstacle at the end of the step in
spite of the RE of the swing leg, the recovery controller, which
is designed in Section IV-B3a, will be applied at the ensuing
step in order to have a safe continuation of the walking gait.
Failure of the RE strategy of the swing leg can be detected by
checking the calculated height of the swing foot at the end of
the gait, which is denoted by pv

toesw
(qs), and by how much the

swing foot advanced horizontally before it touches the ground,
which is denoted by δph

toesw
. If the swing foot gets stuck on the

vertical step, the swing foot will not be able to advance forward
(δph

toesw
≈ 0) and will make an impact with the ground instead

of on top of the obstacle (
∣∣pv

toesw
(qs)

∣∣ ≤ ΔH). Here, ΔH ∈ R
is a scalar threshold value, which is set to 0.05 m in this paper.
The union of these conditions determines when to switch from
the RE controller to the recovery controller SRE ,RC .

The overall tripping-reflex controller is summarized in Fig. 6,
including RL and RE of the swing leg in response to late and
early tripping and activation of the recovery controller after the
failure of RE of the swing leg strategy.
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TABLE II
CONTROLLER PARAMETERS TO BE DETERMINED

Optimization Hand-tuning
Regular-Walking Controller · αvc

Step-Down Controller αvc, α2···5
T ·

Step-Up Controller αvc αLAsw , αmLSsw
Recovery Controller αvc, α1···5

T αLAsw , αmLSsw

tSD
0 tSD

1 tSD
2

(a) (b)

(c)

tSU
0 tSU

1 tSU
2

tRC
0 tRC

1tRC
1 tRC

2a tRC
2

10 cm

Fig. 7. Timeline for a controller design. (a) Step-down. (b) Step-up.
(c) Recovery.

C. Determining Controller Parameters

1) Process Overview: The parameters for the step-down,
step-up, and recovery controllers are obtained through a two-
stage process. In the first stage, the controller parameters for
the torso and stance leg are obtained by solving a constrained
optimization problem. Denote the collection of these parameter
values by ΘSD ,SU ,RC . In the second stage, the virtual constraints
for the swing leg shape αmLSsw and angle αLAsw are redesigned
by hand, for each of the controllers, to ensure foot clearance
(e.g., prevent premature toe stubbing).

Because the legs are relatively light, swing leg movement only
weakly affects the robot’s overall dynamics; consequently, hand
tuning of the parameters of the swing leg does not significantly
change the optimization results of the first stage of parameter
selection. To confirm this, both the optimized parameters and the
hand-tuned parameters are verified via simulation to satisfy the
constraints that are used in the constrained optimization problem
with the optimization cost not being changed appreciably.

Table II summarizes the design parameters for the regular-
walking, step-down, step-up, and tripping-reflex controllers.
The detailed optimization process to obtain the design parame-
ters is provided next.

2) Process Details: The optimization problems for the selec-
tion of ΘSD ,SU ,RC are posed as follows. Assume that the robot
is on the periodic orbit corresponding to the baseline controller,
and hence is walking on a flat ground. As displayed in Fig. 7,
let tSD ,SU ,RC

0 be the time that the robot is at the end of the last
step on a flat ground, let tSD ,SU ,RC

1 be the moment that the step-

down, step-up, or recovery controller is activated in response to
step-down, step-up, or late tripping, and let tSD ,SU ,RC

2 denote
the end of the step with the step-down, step-up, or recovery
controller. Over the interval [tSD ,SU ,RC

1 , tSD ,SU ,RC
2 ], the robot

is operating under the controller to be designed. For step-down
and step-up controllers, once the step-down depth or step-up
height is specified, x(tSD ,SU

1 ), the state of the robot at time
tSD ,SU
1 is known. In the case of late tripping, because the swing

foot slips down along the wall of the obstacle over the interval
[tRC

0 , tRC
1 ), while the stance foot is on the ground, the trajectory

cannot be simulated using the simplified design model, because
it does not account for double-support dynamics. Therefore, the
detailed model is used for the simulation of this slip behavior
during double support, and the value of the robot’s state at tRC

1
after the impact with the ground x(tRC

1 ) is acquired from the
detailed model simulation data. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the time
at the end of the step with the recovery controller varies depend-
ing on the sizes of the obstacles. In this optimization problem,
the following two scenarios are considered. In scenario a, the
robot has tripped over a 10-cm-high obstacle, and the swing
foot is supported on the top of the obstacle at the end of the
step. We define tRC

2a to be the time when the swing foot touches
the top of the obstacle. In scenario b, we assume that the robot
has tripped over a narrow obstacle; thus, the swing foot crosses
over the obstacle and touches the ground at the end of the step.
We define tRC

2 to be the time when the swing foot touches the
ground as shown in Fig. 7(c).

Numerical optimization problems for step-down, step-up, and
late tripping are now posed so that the trajectory under the
controller can be continued in such a way that the robot will not
fall. In principle, the optimization could consider several steps,
but only one step is considered here.

Objective: Select ΘSD ,SU ,RC to minimize the peak-to-peak
amplitude of torso oscillation as defined by

JΘ i = max
t∈[ti

1 ,ti
2 ]
{qT(t)} − min

t∈[ti
1 ,ti

2 ]
{qT(t)}, i ∈ {SD, SU, RC}

(12)
where qT(t) is the trajectory of the torso angle. The cost function
is the optimized subject to the following constraints.

Constraints for the step-down controller, CONSD :
1) positive horizontal swing toe position at the end of the step

ph
2 (tSD

2 ) > 0 (13)

2) bound on the ratio of tangential to normal ground reaction
forces experienced by the stance leg end

max
t∈[tS D

1 ,tS D
2 ]

{
FT

1 (t)
FN

1 (t)

}
< μs (14)

3) minimum normal ground reaction force experienced by
the stance leg end

min
t∈[tS D

1 ,tS D
2 ]

{FN
1 (t)} > C, for some C > 0 (15)

4) avoid premature impact

s(q(tSD
2 )) > 1 − δ, where δ � 1 (16)
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Fig. 8. Simulation data with optimal parameter vector ΘSD , ΘSU , and ΘRC from the simplified design model for (a) step-down height of 20 cm, (b) step-up
height of 10 cm, and (c) trip recovery. The step-down, step-up, and recovery controllers are shown with solid lines, while dashed lines represent the baseline
controller.

5) upper bound on the magnitude of torso angular velocity

max
t

{|q̇T(t)|} < γq̇T , for some γq̇T > 0. (17)

Constraints for the step-up controller, CONSU :
1) CONSD with tSD

2 substituted by tSU
2 ;

2) to enforce that the robot ends the step-up with the stance
leg shape nearly straight, which avoids starting the next
step with a crouched configuration

qLSs t (t
SU
2 ) < γLSs t , for some γLSs t > 0. (18)

Constraints for the recovery controller, CONRC :
1) CONSD with tSD

2 substituted by tRC
2 ;

2) magnitude of the torso angular velocity at the end of the
step

∣∣q̇T(tRC
2 )

∣∣ < γq̇T , R C (19)

in order to attenuate torso movement in preparation for
impact;

3) torso angle at the end of the step bounded below by some
constant γqT , R C

qT(tRC
2 ) > γqT , r c (20)

to keep the torso from pitching forward too much at the
end of the step;

4) torso angular velocity at tRC
2a

q̇T(tRC
2a ) ≤ 0 (21)

so that the torso has enough forward pitching velocity just
before impact in order not to fall backward after an impact
with a 10-cm-high obstacle.

The optimizations are conducted over a transient phase of the
gait, and thus, constraints are not required to impose periodic-
ity of an orbit. We have observed that solutions to the above
optimization problems tend to steer the robot so that the config-
uration variables at time tSD ,SU ,RC

2 are near their values on the
periodic orbit. We conjecture that this is because the two virtual
constraints for the swing leg, as well as the ending value for the
torso virtual constraint, are inherited from the baseline periodic
orbit.

MATLAB’s constrained optimization routine fmincon is
used to perform the numerical searches outlined above,1 and the
resulting controllers are then applied to the simplified design
model with a 20 cm step-down, a 10 cm step-up, and late tripping
over a 10-cm platform with a length less than 80 cm. The torso
trajectory and vertical ground reaction force are shown in the top
and bottom graphs of Fig. 8. In Fig. 8(a), it is observed that the
torso oscillates approximately 11◦ during the step following the
step-down. On the other hand, under the baseline controller (red
dashed line), the torso noticeably overshoots while returning to
the nominal lean angle. Fig. 8(b) shows in the case of step-up
that there is no notable difference in the torso angle between the
baseline and step-up controllers because the virtual constraints
for the torso were identical. However, the vertical ground reac-
tion force remains positive under the step-up controller, while
the baseline controller fails to keep this value positive, which
leads to slipping. Fig. 8(c) compares simulation results of the
simplified design model from tRC

1 to tRC
2 for the recovery con-

troller with optimized ΘRC and the baseline controller. By using
the recovery controller, torso oscillation is not only reduced by
approximately a factor of 3, but the vertical ground reaction
force remains positive during the recovery phase as well. Time
tRC
2a is indicated by the vertical black dotted line. It is observed

that at time tRC
2a , the torso is pitching forward, satisfying con-

straint (21).
After the virtual constraints for the torso and the parameters

in the virtual compliance have been chosen through optimiza-
tion, the virtual constraints for the swing leg are tuned by hand
for the step-up and recovery controllers. In particular, the vir-
tual constraints for the swing leg are designed so that knee is
bent rapidly by repositioning the swing motor leg shape, and the
swing leg is also moved backward at the beginning of the gait
by repositioning the swing leg angle motor. These actions are
required to avoid restriking the obstacle during step-up and re-
covery from late-tripping. Fig. 9 shows the position of the swing
foot throughout the step. The top graph shows the simulation

1Execution of numerical search requires the values of the constants on the
right side of inequalities from (13) to (21). The specific values for MABEL used
in the optimization are given in [37]. These values can be changed for other
robots.
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of the swing
foot throughout the step. The gray-colored region illustrates the vertical obstacle.

result for step-up, while the bottom graph shows the simula-
tion result for late tripping. The gray-colored region represents
the vertical obstacle. It is observed that the swing foot neither
touches the vertical step during step-up nor when recovering
from late tripping.

Using both the optimized virtual compliance parameters and
the hand-tuned virtual constraints for the swing leg shape and an-
gle, we reran the simulations and found that all of the constraints
of the constrained optimization problems were still satisfied, and
the optimization cost had not changed significantly.

D. Comments on the Values of Stiffness of the Virtual
Compliant Element

Through the optimization process explained above, stiffness
values for the step-down controller, kSD = 2.1088, and for the
step-up controller, kSU = 1.2198, were obtained. In comparison
with the value for the regular-walking controller, kRW = 1.8, a
stiffer virtual compliance has been selected for the step-down
controller, while a softer virtual compliant element has been
chosen for the step-up controller. These choices of virtual com-
pliant elements—stiffer compliance for the step-down distur-
bance and softer compliance for the step-up disturbance—are
consistent with the strategy of humans when adjusting leg stiff-
ness for running on uneven ground [32]. These tendencies2 are
summarized in Table III.

V. FINITE-STATE MACHINE

This section presents a finite-state machine to manage transi-
tions among controllers for flat-ground walking, stepping-down,
stepping-up, and a trip reflex.

2It should be noted that the normalization of the leg stiffness values for
robot walking is conducted on the effective stiffness values that are obtained by
summing all the sources of compliance—virtual compliant elements, springs,
and cable stretch—in a series manner. See Appendix A for the calculation of
effective stiffness.

TABLE III
NORMALIZED STIFFNESS VALUES IN RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCES FOR ROBOT

WALKING AND HUMAN RUNNING WITH RESPECT TO THE VALUES USED FOR

LEVEL GROUND WALKING

Disturbance Robot Walking Human Running
Step-Down 1.04 1.09

Regular-Walking 1.00 1.00
Step-Up 0.89 0.84

regular-walking

step-down step-up

tripping-reflex

SRW

SRW

SRW

SRW

SSU

SSU

SSU

SSU

STR

STR
STR

STR

SSD

SSD

SSD

SSD

Fig. 10. Finite-state machine to manage transitions among the various
contollers.

The design process of the finite-state machine begins by dis-
tinguishing four types of stance phase with respect to pertur-
bations in ground height, or disturbances from tripping over
obstacles: regular-walking phase (RW), step-down phase (SD),
step-up phase (SU), and tripping phase (TR), as illustrated in
Fig. 10. Hereafter, we index the phases by elements of the fol-
lowing set:

W := {RW, SD, SU, TR} . (22)

A decision to transition from one phase to another will be
made on the basis of the values of the contact switches at the
front and end of each leg, as well as a detected change in walking
surface height, which can be immediately computed at impact
from the length of the robot’s legs and the angles of its joints.
The conditions to execute the various transitions are developed
next. First, the transition to RW takes place when the following
condition SRW is satisfied: The impact with the ground (xs ∈
SH ) occurs close to the end of the gait (s(qs) ≥ searly ), as well
as when the magnitude of the height of the swing toe at the
moment of the impact is less than ΔH .

The transition to SD or SU occurs when the impact with the
ground occurs close to the end of the gait (s(qs) ≥ searly ), along
with the height of the swing toe at the moment of impact being
less than −ΔH , or larger than ΔH , respectively. Those two
conditions are denoted by SSD and SSU .
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Finally, the transition to TR arises when the swing leg trips
over obstacles or touches the ground prematurely. Tripping can
be detected by checking the switching condition SRL or SRE .

VI. CONTROLLER EVALUATION ON THE DETAILED MODEL

Before experimental deployment, the finite-state machine will
be simulated on the detailed model. Certain straightforward
modifications to the regular-walking, step-down, step-up, and
tripping-reflex controllers are required due to discrepancies be-
tween the simplified and detailed models. As mentioned in Sec-
tion II, the discrepancies between the simplified and detailed
models mostly arise from features that are unique to MABEL,
especially the robot’s cable-differential-based drive train and
the boom mechanism used to planarize the robot’s motion. The
modifications made here are, therefore, specific to MABEL.
Initial simulations will reveal one additional modification that
needs to be performed. After these changes to the controllers,
the performance of the finite-state machine will be evaluated
when the controllers are sequentially composed in response to
various disturbances in ground height.

A. Minor Modification of Controllers for Detailed
Model Implementation

As part of implementing the proposed controllers on the de-
tailed model, the following modifications are made to compen-
sate for the gap between the simplified design model and the
detailed model.

1) Modification for Cable Stretch: The most critical reason
for model discrepancy is cable stretch. To account for the stretch-
ing of the cables, the coefficients of the virtual compliance k
in regular-walking, step-down, step-up, and tripping-reflex con-
troller are modified as in [26] and [27] so that the series connec-
tion of the compliance due to the cable stretch and the virtual
compliance has the effective compliance specified by the opti-
mization process. The details are given in Appendix A.

2) Modification for Asymmetry: In the experimental setup,
due to the boom, the robot’s hip position is constrained to lie
on the surface of a sphere, rather than a plane. The hip width
(distance between the legs) being 10% of the length of the
boom causes the robot to weigh 10% (almost 70 N) more when
supported on the inner leg than when supported on the outer leg.
This causes inner–outer asymmetry in the walking gait [14]. To
account for this asymmetry, the virtual compliance is made an
additional 10% stiffer on the inside leg.

3) Modification for Avoiding Foot Scuffing: As discussed in
Section IV, the step-up and recovery controllers use the virtual
constraints for the swing leg with a modification allowing the
swing leg height to be increased in order to keep the swing foot
from scuffing the ground. Similar modifications are required for
step-down and regular-walking controllers.

Step-down controller: When MABEL steps off platforms, the
higher impact force causes an additional bend in the stance knee
during the ensuing step of the step-down event. The higher the
platform which MABEL steps off is, the greater the bend in the
stance knee caused. To deal with this additional bend, the virtual
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Fig. 11. Simulation data of a step with the stance knee being excessively bent
at the start. The dashed line shows the simulation result without modification on
the virtual compliance, and the solid line illustrates the simulation result with
modification. The small circles on the plot indicate the end of the step.
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Fig. 12. Experimental data of walking over a 7-cm bump. (a) Stick figure
illustration of the experimental data with a black circle indicating the stance
toe. Black solid and dashed line represent the path of the swing leg. Swing leg
modification is activated twice [see Fig. 12(b)] to clear the leg from the obstacle.
(b) Torso angle (top), s(qs ) (middle), and controller type (bottom) are shown,
respectively. Blue hollow circle and vertical gray dashed line mark the end of
the step.

constraint for the swing motor leg shape is increased according
to the platform height calculated at impact.

Regular-walking controller: In the regular-walking phase,
foot scuffing can also occur when a step starts with the stance
knee being overly bent. Therefore, an event-based control is in-
troduced so that the virtual constraint for the swing motor leg
shape is increased according to how much more the stance knee
is bent from some reference value. In particular, if the stance
leg-shape angle is larger than 10◦ at the start of the gait, the
desired swing motor leg shape is then modified by increasing
the middle two Bézier coefficients of the swing leg shape pro-
portional to the difference between the stance leg-shape angle
and 10◦.

B. Additional Modification of the Virtual Compliance

The initial simulation of the controller showed that when the
stance-knee angle, which is two times the leg-shape angle, is
bent more than 60◦ at impact, the spring compresses further and,
subsequently, decompresses very rapidly, causing the stance leg
to lose contact with the ground. In order to account for this
problem, we soften the virtual compliance by the amount by
which the stance knee is additionally bent from the nominal
value. The solid line in Fig. 11 illustrates spring deflection after
the modification. With the modification, the spring compresses
and decompresses gently and does not reach zero.
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Fig. 13. Experimental data of step-up and step-down of a 10.5-cm platform. In the stick figure illustration, the black circle at the leg end indicates stance toe.
Torso angle (top), s(qs ) (middle), and types of controllers (bottom) applied are shown next, respectively. In these figures, the blue hollow circle and black dashed
line indicate the end of the step. RW, SD, SU, TR-RE, TR-RL, and TR-RC refer to walking on flat ground, step-down, step-up, RE of the swing leg, RL of the
swing, and recovery, respectively. Black solid line and red dashed line in the stick figure illustration demonstrate the change in swing leg path due to the activation
of the tripping-reflex controller. A detailed illustration of the controller transition and swing leg modification during stepping-up are shown in Fig. 14. (a) First lap
and (b) second lap.

C. Simulation of the Finite-State Machine

With these modifications to the proposed controller, the sim-
ulation results show MABEL successfully traversing various
ground profiles representing large obstacles without a priori
information; in particular, vision feedback is not used. It is ob-
served that the robot’s configuration converges to the nominal
configuration within a few steps after each disturbance event,
and, in response to various disturbance events, appropriate tran-
sitions among controllers occur. For detailed analysis of the
verification results, see [37].

VII. EXPERIMENT

The proposed finite-state machine is now evaluated on the
robot. In the experiments, various stair-stepped platforms are
placed in the robot’s path to verify various executions of the
finite-state machine. Because the baseline controller already
allowed MABEL to cross any combination of up and down
for small obstacles with a height of less than 2.54 cm, only
obstacles with a height greater than 5 cm are tested here. Videos
are available at [38].

A. Small Bump With a Height of 7 cm

As a first test of the tripping-reflex controller, a small bump
higher than the maximum vertical position of the swing foot

was placed in the middle of MABEL’s walking path. As shown
in Fig. 12, in response to tripping over this small bump, the
tripping-reflex controller was activated, and modification of the
swing foot trajectory was made successfully, thereby providing
clearance of the bump.

B. Step-Up and Step-Down of a 10.5-cm Platform

In this experiment, MABEL stepped upon a platform with a
height of 10.5 cm (more than 10% of its leg length), walked three
steps on level ground on top of the platform, and stepped off the
platform; see Fig. 13. Two laps were completed before the robot
was stopped by a researcher. On the first lap, MABEL’s swing
foot struck obstacles at a late point of the step; therefore, the RL
controller was activated in response to the late perturbation, as
shown in Fig. 14(a). On the other hand, on the second lap, the
RE controller is triggered in response to the early perturbation
as shown in Fig. 14(b). With either controller, MABEL could
successfully step upon a 10.5-cm platform. We verified that
MABEL could ascend a platform with a height of up to 12.5 cm,
which is 12.5% of the leg length. In response to step-down
disturbances of the 10.5-cm height, the step-down controller
is activated as shown in the bottom figures of Fig. 14(a) and
(b), and step-down disturbances were accommodated by the
controller.
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Fig. 14. Detailed illustration of the controller transition and swing leg modi-
fication during stepping-up of Experiment B. Black circle at leg end indicates
stance toe. (a) On the first lap, the RL controller is activated in response to late
tripping. First two figures show RL of the swing leg, and last two figures display
the action of the recovery controller. (b) On the second lap, the RE controller
is triggered in response to early tripping. RE of the swing leg occurs in the
second figure, and at the ensuing step (last two figures), the step-up controller
is activated.

C. Consecutive Two Step-Ups and One Large Step-Down
of an 18.5-cm Platform

For the next experiment, we built a platform with two stair-
steps, one with a height of 10.5 cm and the other with a height of
8 cm as shown in Fig. 15. MABEL walked up two consecutive
risers, took two steps of level walking on top of the platform, and
stepped off from the platform with one step (18.5 cm step-down,
which is 18.5% of the leg length), while skipping a stair-step
placed between the top of the platform and the ground. The
bottom graph of Fig. 15(b) shows the horizontal hip velocity.
In the graph, the horizontal hip velocity at the end of the two
stair ascents is 0.9 m/s (see the blue circle at 1.295 s in the hip
velocity graphs) which is negligibly different from 0.93 m/s of
the average flat-walking hip velocity measured at the end of the
step. After step-down from the 18.5-cm high platform, the hip
velocity at the end of step was increased to 1.8 m/s (see the blue
circle at 3.148 s) but reduced to 1.12 m/s rapidly at the ensuing
step. From these analyses of the hip velocity, it is observed that
hip velocity is successfully regulated by the proposed controller
in response to large step-up and step-down disturbances. The RE
controller in the middle of the step-down phase is activated from
2.919 to 3.148 s because the swing foot struck a stair between
the top of the platform and the ground during a step-down event.
Fig. 16 shows control torques. Torques are saturated at 10 Nm
for motor leg angle and 20 Nm for motor leg shape.

A similar experiment was conducted on the same platform,
but this time MABEL took two steps during the step-down
as shown in Fig. 17. Therefore, the step-down controller was
executed twice in succession.

D. One Step-Up, One Regular-Walking Step, and One
Step-Down of a 10.5-cm Platform

In this experiment, MABEL stepped upon a 10.5-cm plat-
form, took one step on the top of the platform, and stepped off
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Fig. 15. Experimental data of consecutive two step-up and one large step-
down of an 18.5-cm platform. (a) Stick figure illustration. Black circle at the
toe indicates stance toe. (b) Torso angle, spring deflection, types of controllers
applied, and horizontal hip velocity are shown, respectively. Blue hollow circles
and black dashed lines indicate the end of the step.
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Fig. 16. Experimental data of consecutive two step-up and one large step-
down of an 18.5-cm platform. Torques are shown.

Fig. 17. Experimental data of two step-ups and two step-downs. Black circle
at the toe indicates stance toe.
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Fig. 18. Experimental data of one step-up, one regular-walking step, and one
step-down of a 10.5-cm platform. Steps in black dashed square are redisplayed
in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 19. Experimental data of one step-up, one regular-walking step, and one
step-down of a 10.5-cm platform. In this figure, only step-down and ensuing
step are shown. Stick figure illustration of (a) step-down and (b) ensuing step.
Black circle at the toe and black solid line indicate stance toe and a trajectory of
swing toe, respectively. Premature impact with the ground is observed during
the step-down. (c) Torso angle, spring deflection, and types of controllers used
in the experiments. Blue hollow circles and vertical dashed black lines inidcate
the end of the step.

the platform as shown in Fig. 18. Fig. 19 shows a stick figure
illustration of the step-down phase in Fig. 19(a) and the ensu-
ing step in Fig. 19(b), along with torso angle, spring deflection,
and the types of controllers applied during the experiment in
Fig. 19(c). As shown in Fig. 19, tripping over the ground oc-
curred at the end of the step. In response to the tripping event,
the RE controller was applied [see 1.761 s of Fig. 19(c)], but
the swing foot could not clear the ground. Therefore, the re-
covery controller was triggered at the ensuing step instead of
the regular-walking controller. This clearly shows use of the
transition from RE phase to recovery phase as shown in Fig. 5.

10 cm10 cm10 cm

30 cm∼60 cm30 cm∼60 cm

Fig. 20. Typical examples of terrain causing the robot to fall. On the other
hand, if the robot had at least one regular-walking step between such obstacles,
it did not fall; see, for example, Figs. 15, 17, and 18.

E. Discussion of the Experiments

Although MABEL was able to accommodate various combi-
nations of terrain as explained above, several tests conducted on
certain combinations of disturbances showed limitations in the
finite-state machine. For example, MABEL consistently failed
to accommodate a platform with consecutive step-up and step-
down disturbances with a height greater than 10.5 cm, although
experiments on this type of ground variations were repeated sev-
eral times. Similar results were obtained by other experiments
on a platform with consecutive step-down and step-up distur-
bances with change in height greater than 10.5 cm. Typical
platforms are shown in Fig. 20. As stated previously, for shorter
platforms, the robot could accommodate such combinations of
disturbances.

It can be conjectured that the reason for these failures is that
the robot’s state after the large step-up or step-down disturbance
is not in the “basin of attraction” of the ensuing step-down or
step-up controller. Quantifying these basins of attraction and
redesigning the step-up or step-down controllers are extremely
challenging tasks.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A finite-state machine has been designed to handle various
kinds of disturbances including blind step-downs and step-ups
of considerable height, and tripping over obstacles. The pro-
posed finite-state machine consists of a regular-walking con-
troller for walking on a flat ground and three special-purpose
controllers, namely step-down, step-up, and tripping-reflex con-
trollers, whose objective is the safe continuation of walking in
response to a large disturbance in ground height or tripping over
obstacles.

Each of the controllers employs active force control at the
stance knee, with the feature of being able to easily vary its
stiffness and damping. When optimization was used to tune
the stance-knee stiffness of the regular-walking, step-down, and
step-up controllers, a pattern similar to that observed in hu-
mans was found: A virtual compliant element for the step-down
controller is stiffer than for the regular-walking controller, and
a softer virtual compliant element was found for the step-up
controller.

The tripping-reflex controller is designed to behave in dif-
ferent manners with respect to early or late tripping: A rapid
elevating strategy of the swing leg is activated in response to
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early tripping, while a RL strategy is used in response to late
tripping. This RL strategy is followed by a recovery phase which
is designed to reject the previous step’s disturbance.

Experimentation with this controller showed MABEL
traversing various kinds of obstacles including 12.5-cm blind
step-ups, and 18.5-cm blind step-downs, as well as various com-
binations of step-ups and step-downs, such as short stacks of
stairs.

Although the proposed finite-state machine shows good per-
formance on various terrain profiles, the video in [39] shows
limited controller performance to attenuate the influence of ran-
dom variations in ground height on the robot’s speed. To improve
controller performance in the face of such disturbances, it would
be interesting to explore an outer-loop discrete-event-based con-
trol design which can be layered onto the present controller.

APPENDIX

MODIFICATION ON VIRTUAL COMPLIANCE AND CALCULATION

OF EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS

MABEL has three sources of compliance: physical springs in-
stalled on the torso, virtual compliance created by the leg-shape
motor, and compliance due to the cable stretch. Because the
cable stretch is not included in the simplified design model, the
stiffness of virtual compliance k∗ designed from optimization
on simplified model needs to be modified to take into account
the effect of the cable stretch. This modification is based on
the fact that the cable stretch and the virtual compliance form
a series connection, and consequently, we can multiply k∗ by
some correction factor γvc so that the series connection realizes
the desired compliance k∗, namely

1
k∗ =

1
γvck∗ +

1
kcable

(23)

where kcable is the spring constant of the cable stretch seen at the
motor leg-shape angle. For the designed stiffness value of the
regular-walking controller k∗,RW = 1.8, γvc = 2.5 is obtained
from (23), and we use this correction factor for the step-up, step-
down, and recovery controllers as well as to make the controller
structure simpler.

Similarly, effective stiffness keff which is the series summa-
tion of three sources of compliance can be calculated as follows:

1
keff

=
1

kBsp
+

1
γvck∗ +

1
kcable

(24)

where kBsp is the spring constant of physical spring seen at the
motor leg-shape angle.
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